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Little girls love empowered princess role models, and this new addition to the bestselling storybook

collection series is filled with seventeen tales of adventure and bravery starring the Disney

Princesses. From Belle and Ariel to Rapunzel and Tiana, the princesses show their courageous

spirits as they go on quests and take on challenges in this keepsake collection featuring more than

200 beautiful illustrations and gilded pages.
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This is a review on the stories and the book itself... The pages stick together yes that's true because

its silver coated that makes it really nice but they don't rip when you turn the page. Okay this

princess book is great for your little princess there are all new stories to read except for three

Tangled: Beyound the tower: Its basically the story of the movie so if you seen the movie read the

books this isn't new. Then there is Brave: A fateful Adventure: Once again if you seen the movie you

seen this story just the short version then there is Aladdin: Against all odds: That's the story with the

horse ride its in almost all the princess story books but there were new little mermaid two to be

exact two new cinderellas sleeping beauty, snow white, beauty and the beast etc... The pictures are

beautiful the coloring is wow just wow an the cover is hard cover as always and the pages are silver



lined which I love because it makes the book look better!!! This is a must have!!!I got this the day it

came out thanks to prime which is soooo worth the price since I buy a lot of books, CD's, DVD's.

Kindles Instant Video off . So for any age or gender that likes the Disney princess stories this is a

must!!!!!Thanks for reading enjoy your copy!!!

I bought this collection for my Princess obsessed three year old, and she LOVES it. The strong "girl

power" messages of the stories helps assuage some of the feminist guilt I feel for letting my little girl

fall down the Princess rabbit hole. Rapunzel beats Flynn in feats of physical prowess! Belle uses

books to make DIY home repairs! Tiana gets a second job to help her save money to buy her dream

restaurant (ok, maybe that one is a little heavy handed...why is the black princess the one who has

to work two jobs?)! But in general, the stories are sweet and uplifting, and I enjoy reading them to

my daughter.

The Art is VERY on model, of good quality, and in a style that matches the movies of the various

princesses. It's nice to look at. More then half of the stories are very cute and fun to read (I read

them to my 3 year old daughter and she loves them. I like them "Fine" and a few I actually *like*

more then "fine"). Generally they try to show the princesses in a way that makes them positive role

models, which as a mother, I appreciate. The stories are also nice and short, good for kids with

shorter attention spans.

Pages and Print300 pages with decently large font and a big space between the lines. There's

pictures on every page or a full page picture across from a page of text. The illustrations are fairly

standard for disney picture books, but changes styles for a couple of stories. My copy has no silver

edging on the pages like other disney storybook collections do. The pages are heavier than

standard paper, but probably won't stand up to a lot of abuse.Contentthe stories tangled - beyond

the tower and brave - a fateful adventure are just the stories of the movies. The rest are original

stories that bring out the princess' character. Its very pro girl power, and my niece likes it because

"they actually do something" (her words). However she was disappointed that there's only one

Brave story, and it was the movie story, despite Merida being featured on the cover. There's no

Mulan or Pocahontas either.

My daughter loves having me read these stories to her, although some are just a recap of the

movies. We tend to talk about things more when we read, so we don't mind the recap. Merida and



Belle are some of our favourite characters, and Belle's story in this one has just the educational

element I love - so much can be learned from books and friends. I purchased the e-book to save

space when travelling with kids, although I do love a lovely paperback, and this will be a great

addition to our trips. Bedtime stories, stories to read when queuing somewhere, even arts&craft

inspiration. Love it!

Purchased this for my daughter and she absolutely loves it. The stories are new and are well

written. For the stories that I've read, there is always a moral to the story which is nice. The images

are well done.The hardcover version is very nice. The cover is nice and thick. The paper appears to

be of high quality and is strong. My daughter hasn't ripped a page yet and she's not easy on her

books.We purchased this along with Disney Princess Storybook Collection, they go great together

and cover the entire princess gamut. Would definitely recommend these books.

Many pictures are only partially rendered in my iPad. Others have illegible tiny print over dark pics.

Stories ok, but short and few in number. Many better deals/longer Disney collections available in

print.

Just a small collection of a few cute disney princess stories. My daughter liked them for quick

bedtime stories. The stories go in this order; Beauty and the Beast, Belle Takes Charge, Tangled,

Rapunzel's Challenge, The Little Mermaid, Shark Surprise, Brave, A Fateful Adventure. While the

first three stories are new stories the final adventure is the story line from the movie Brave so if you

like the movie this is a great way to read it to your kids, still getting the fun from the movie but

without having to park the kids in front of the tv.
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